Nagai Printing Co., Ltd.
Nagai Printing Co., Ltd. (Mikuriyahigashi, Higashiosaka, Osaka Prefecture; President Kentaro Nagai)
started using the LabelMeister EM-250W digital printer by Iwatsu Electric Co., Ltd. (IWATSU)
in July 2012 and use it increasingly.

The company currently has one digital printer, in addition to two conventional printers, three ﬁnishing
machines, and an IJP unit. There are 11 employees.
The digital printer was introduced because of its many
advantages. For example, it supports variable color printing
without requiring plate making. Furthermore, setting work
such as plate switching and cleaning are not required, and
work eﬃciency feels extremely good. The products of other
companies did not meet conditions such as price and printing
speed. Only the LabelMeister met all requirements.

Die cutting using a ﬂat-bet printing machine is commonplace for post processing. With some extremely
small lots, cutting may be performed using the cutting plotter of the IJP.
Words from President Nagai
The features of the LabelMeister, such as a paper width of 250 mm and speed equivalent to an
intermittent rotary press that can print 50 meters per minute, make it an appealing product.
By combining conventional technical strengths and know-how with digital functions, label printing

Users had the idea to print small lots digitally, and then, after the product is made available for sale, make

companies can achieve new growth and earn new business.

large quantities using conventional printing, and this can now be supported. It is also possible to handle

Customers come to us after being rejected by other companies. When we tell them that we can do the

situations in which digital printing is considered for small orders and conventional printing is considered

work, they are both surprised and extremely happy. I always think that seeing such happy customers is

for large orders.

what makes our work worthwhile. The LabelMeister allows us to meet these challenges, and we are very
grateful to have it.
We will continue to engage with technology that oﬀers new possibilities to ensure our customers feel
that we can do it all when they order from us.
-END-

If customers are told from the start about the color diﬀerences of digital and conventional printing,
trouble does not occur. Conversely, there are also customers that use this diﬀerence eﬀectively. With
regard to printing quality, detailed representation of individual colors is excellent, and reliable
representation of items as small as 3 mm square is possible for barcodes and small QR codes. It is possible
to reproduce vivid visuals even with white ink on transparent material. Furthermore, operability is good,
and all operators at the company can handle the LabelMeister.
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